Notice: NAVSEA Drawing 7325759, Revision D has been updated to incorporate Change Notice 2, Revision A. There are no changes to post for this NAVSEA Drawing since Change Notice 2, Revision A.

Note: Revision D of NAVSEA Drawing 7325759 supercedes Change Notice 2. Updates to Revision D of the drawing will be posted in Change Notice 3. Each update to Change Notice 3 will be assigned a new revision letter. Each revision the Change Notice 3 includes updates in previous revisions to Change Notice 3.
Notice: NAVSEA Drawing 7325760, Revision D has been updated to incorporate Change Notice 2, Revision A. There are no changes to post for this NAVSEA Drawing since Change Notice 2, Revision A.

Note: Revision C of NAVSEA Drawing 7325760 supercedes Change Notice 2. Updates to Revision D of the drawing will be posted in Change Notice 3. Each update to Change Notice 3 will be assigned a new revision letter. Each revision the Change Notice 3 includes updates in previous revisions to Change Notice 3.
NAVSEA DRAWINGS FOR PIERSIDE CONNECTIVITY
CHANGE NOTICE 3 REV. B

NAVSEA DRAWING 7325761
Pierson Connectivity, Pier Kit, Fiber Optic, Pier Interface To Ship

Notice: NAVSEA Drawing 7325761, Revision D has been updated to incorporate Change Notice 2, Revision A. There are no changes to post for this NAVSEA Drawing since Change Notice 2, Revision A.

Note: Revision C of NAVSEA Drawing 7325761 supercedes Change Notice 2. Updates to Revision D of the drawing will be posted in Change Notice 3. Each update to Change Notice 3 will be assigned a new revision letter. Each revision the Change Notice 3 includes updates in previous revisions to Change Notice 3.
NAVSEA DRAWINGS FOR PIERSIDE CONNECTIVITY
CHANGE NOTICE 3 REV. B

NAVSEA DRAWING 7325762
Pierside Connectivity, Ship Kit, Fiber Optic, Ship Interface To Pier

Notice: NAVSEA Drawing 7325762, Revision D has been updated to incorporate Change Notice 2, Revision A. There are no changes to post for this NAVSEA Drawing since Change Notice 2, Revision A.

Note: Revision C of NAVSEA Drawing 7325762 supercedes Change Notice 2. Updates to Revision D of the drawing will be posted in Change Notice 3. Each update to Change Notice 3 will be assigned a new revision letter. Each revision the Change Notice 3 includes updates in previous revisions to Change Notice 3.
Notice: NAVSEA Drawing 7325763, Revision D has been updated to incorporate Change Notice 2, Revision A.

Page 11: Revise item 45 in table 1G to list K1479 as the Cage Code and 14100401 as the part number.

***Rev A***
Revise item 45 in table 1G to list a second source of supply with 54700 as the Cage Code and 2316-10 as the part number. ***Rev B***

Note: Revision D of NAVSEA Drawing 7325763 supercedes Change Notice 2. Updates to Revision D of the drawing will be posted in Change Notice 3. Each update to Change Notice 3 will be assigned a new revision letter. Each revision the Change Notice 3 includes updates in previous revisions to Change Notice 3.